Introduction Section Peer Review

☐ Topic sentence clearly states the purpose of the lab.
☐ Intro paragraph uses research from 1-2 credible sources.
☐ The sources are clearly related to the topic that the student is testing.
☐ The sources are cited with parenthesis in APA format, like this: (Chase, 2016).
☐ The intro paragraph mentions real-world importance of the lab. (why someone should care about the results)
☐ The intro paragraph ends with an “if____, then ______” style hypothesis.
☐ The hypothesis follows the 4 hypothesis rules (if____, then____; testable (clear independent and dependent variables); objective language; research-based) If not, circle which ones it is missing!

Warm Feedback:

Cool Feedback:
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Methods Section Peer Review

Reviewer 1’s name:

☐ I could read this section and repeat the exact procedure that this group did.
☐ It says how many trials the group performed.
☐ I can tell what the group was measuring at the end of the experiment (dependent variable).
☐ I can tell how the group measured their data (there were units on the dependent variable).
☐ I can tell that the person controlled multiple variables.
☐ All glassware and materials are labelled with units and sizes. (ex: 25 mL beaker)
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